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ON A PROBLEM OF S. BANACH FROM THE SCOTTISH BOOK

K. S. KAZARIAN

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Denote by B(<P) the closure in L of linear combinations of

functions of the orthonormal system <1> = {<P„}^, .   Denote by  S(<t>)     the

orthogonal complement of 5(<t>) in L . We prove the following theorem:

Let tp be a nonnegative measurable function defined on [0. +00) such that

limx._+ocx lip(x) = 0 and N is a positive integer or N = +00. Then

there is a uniformly bounded orthonormal system <I> = {Q>n}'AAi such that

dim 5(<t> ) = N and, for every nontrivial function / from B(<t> ') ,

¡<p(\f(t)\)dt = +oc.

In the present paper we prove a theorem which, in particular, gives an answer

to the following problem of S. Banach [1, p. 161].

Given a sequence of functions 3> = {^n(t)}^Lx orthogonal, normed, mea-

surable and uniformly bounded, i.e.,

(1) \4>H(t)\ < M,        tG[a,W],n = \,2,...,

can one always complete it, using functions with the same bound, to a sequence

which is orthogonal, normed and complete? Consider the case when infinitely

many functions are necessary for completion.

Denote by B(Q>) the closure in L of linear combinations of functions

of the system O. Denote by B(<î>) the orthogonal completion in L of

the subspace B(<¡>). In the formulated problem the last condition means that

dim¿?(0) = -fco. Probably, for the case dim5(0) < +00, S. Banach knew

how to construct a counterexample for his problem. Let tp be a nonnegative

measurable function defined on [0, +00), the symbol cp(L) will denote the

class of all the measurable functions such that /0 cp(\f(t)\)dt < +00.

Theorem. Suppose that cp is a nonnegative measurable function defined on

[0, +00) such that

2

(2) lim   -£-r = 0
.ï—(-00 cp(x)
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and N is a positive integer or N = +00. Then there exists an orthonormal

system (ONS) O(A0 = {<&n}Zi such that 0) is satisfied, dimB(<S>{N))x = N

and

(3) B(Q>(NYncp(L) = {0},

where {0} denotes the trivial element of the space L .

When this article was prepared for publication, B. S. Kasin kindly sent me

some materials which informed me that, in 1985, he and A. M. Olevskii wrote

an article where, with the help of probabilistic methods, they proved a similar

theorem for N = +00 with

(3') 5(O(oo))±nLoo = {0}

instead of (3). B. S. Kasin also communicated that, in (3'), they cannot change

L°° by some Lp, p > 2. Also, from a letter of Z. Ciesielski to B. Kasin, I

learned that "this problem in 1936 was solved by S. Kaczmarz [2] with the help

of S. Banach method." Unfortunately that is all that I know about the article

of S. Kaczmarz.

We will first present an easy proof of the fact that there is an ONS 0(oo> =

{0„}, such that dimB(^>ioo))± = +00 and the subspace ß^00')"1 has no

uniformly bounded orthonormal basis. In our constructions, the Haar system

and the special matrices Hk (see [3, §7.9; 4]) originated from the Haar system

will be used. Recall the definition of the Haar system

(4) ¿J\x) = \

2k'2,      if(2j-2)/2k+i <x< (2j- l)/2fc+1

-2k/2     if(2j-l)/2k+'<x<2j/2k+l,

0, ifx¿[(j-l)/2k,j/2k],

where k = Q,l,...,I<j<2 . The value at an interior discontinuity point

is to be equal to the arithmetic mean of the one-sided limits at this point, and

the value at an endpoint is to be just the appropriate one-sided limit value. The

Haar system in its ordinary numeration is defined as follows:

Xq\x)=X1(x)

and

(5) XkJ)(x) = X„(x),      forn = 2k+j,        k = 0, 1, ..., 1 < j < 2k.

To define the special matrices Hk arising from the Haar system, for any positive

integer k , take the midpoints x(k) = (C + l/2)2~'t of the intervals (C • 2~k ,

(C+ 1)2_<:) and let

(6) Hk = {«^ = 2~k/2Xi(x(k)) : 1 < / < 2k, 0 < j < 2k - 1} .

We now prove the following weak version of our theorem: There exists uni-

formly bounded ONS <D(oo) = {0„}^, such that dim^O)'00')"1 = +00 and

the subspace B(Qr°°')    has no uniformly bounded orthonormal basis.
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Proceed with the following scheme: break the Haar system into two subsys-

tems X = {x2k ~ (x)}k*Lx and X' = {xn)T=i \^ ■ Then construct a uniformly

bounded ON basis O(oo) = {<S>n}™=x of the subspace B(X') and show that it

is impossible to complete it in L[0 ,, using uniformly bounded functions. The

odd "packets" of the Haar system Xx = {^+,(x), 1 < ; < 22k+[}^0 are

wholly contained in the subsystem X'. We transform every "packet" in the

subsystem Xx with the help of the matrices Hk as follows:

(?)    riV) = E"C*!,0*>.     fc = o, i,..., i</<22*+1.
;=0

By Equations (4)-(7) it obviously follows that 4* = {^''}^10 is a subsys-

tem of the Rademacher system. The collection of the functions X' \ Xx and

{Vk  . 2 < i < 2   + }^  are numbered in some order and are denoted by

{gj(x)}%x ■

Let {k(n)}°^=x he a sequence of positive integers such that

(8) 2/c(")-'/2<||g„||oo<2^)/2.

Define an increasing sequence of positive integers {v(n)}™=x such that

(9) i/(0) = 0,        v(n) =i/(«- \) + 2k(n)- 1.

The functions of the systems {g,-(j0}°^, and i^''(x)}^ wm be grouped in

"packets", where the «th "packet" consists of the function gn and the functions

iwl }k"vtn-i) ■ Then apply the orthogonal transformation (6) to these functions

as follows:
2k{n)_ ,

-l)+j-l^A'''

fc(«)

do) o<"(x) = 2-^^(x)+ £ cv:S-.w-.w.
7 = 1

« = 1, 2, ... , 1 < / < 2

According to (6)-(10) we get

(11) \*®(x)\< 1+^2 y/2 = c,        xe[0, 1],« = 1,2,..., \<i<2k(n).

j=i

Let

**(*) = *!?(*), m = u(n-l) + i,

« = 1, 2, ... , 1 < / < 2 (n). From our construction it obviously follows

that the system 0>(oo) = {Q>m(x)}™=x is an orthonormal basis of B(X'). The

uniform boundedness of this system follows from (11). Let us show that there is

not any uniformly bounded orthonormal basis of B(X). Suppose that {f„}^Lx

is an orthonormal basis of B(X) and

(12) |/-(*)l < Ci,        xe[0, 1],« = 1,2,....
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Then

(n) /.w»E«M   }w.
k=\

(H) a?-[lfm(t)x£-l\t)dt.
'o

According to (4), (12) and (13),

(15) la^l < c, • 2~*,        k,n= 1,2,....

From (13), (14) and the Parsevals equality,

oo

(16) D«*0]2-1'        « = 1,2,....
fc=i

And, from our assumption that {fn}™=x  is an ON basis of B(X), we have

» °°
(2-1),    ,       V^    («)/•/■   -\

where the coefficients {<4 } are defined by (14).

Parsevals' equality gives

00

(17) D«*0!2-!»     fc = l,2,....
«=1

Let «, be a positive integer such that

(18) c, -2""' < 1/2.

Then, from (17), there is a positive integer m,  such that

(19) ¿[4"']2<l/2,     for n>mx.
k=l

From (18) and (15) we have

oo

(20) ¿  [a[n)f <cf-2-2("' + l)- 4/3 < 1/12.
fc=n, + l

The conditions (19) and (20) contradict (16). Consequently, our assumption

is false, i.e., there is not any uniformly bounded ON basis in B(X).

For the proof of the theorem, let us define some matrices. Let AAA = {WA°°=X

be a sequence of positive numbers such that

oo

(2i) J2wj2 = 1-
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Then we define the matrix S(W) as follows:

(22)

^-«J,        7 = 1,2,

c«=m
'l-\ \    f   i >

?2 \   I *—»r»2

'i-\ 1/2

\/<=i

This implies

E<J (EH
,1/2

Etf)   .
fc=l      /

LU=l

/ /  i

1/2

1 < 7 < » - 1,

C,7 = 0,     ; > /,     / = 2, 3,

i-i

7=1 7=1

'/-l -.1/2

EÏ   D
LU=1

\ 1/2

Ot = l

1/2

/ E«?
U = l / /      V/t=l /

for / > 1 . Hence, taking into account that, for every / > 1 ,

ILL = 211 -       - *«'i-I

di    c«
we obviously have

= 0

cll-l

(23)

Using (22) obtains

7=1

1-1 / /i-i
,2 \^ryy2m2     I I ST^ r*Al

(24)

E4-Eff/Ei   E<
7=1 7=1 /      V*=l /    U=l

I-I /   i

+E«r/E«r->.
A=l /    fc=l

and (21), (22), for j > 1 , obtains

(25)
oo 7-1 /   7

„2 „,2       Y^r^2     /V^r^2

EQ^+E^/E'
1 = 1 A = l /    it=l

+ e^W(xx!(i>*2>
1=7+ 1

1 +   lim   gr
m—»+oo    7

= 1 + «7   lim
J   m—>+oo

U=l        /    U=l

7
'j-1

'-7EÍ+EÍ/EÍ   E
/     k=l (=7+1 /       \fe=l /     \it = l

E'
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The equality (25) is obvious for j = 1 .

We show the proof for N < +<x>. Let

(26) Wj = ^j,     7=1,2,..., a-2 = £l//
J 7 = 1

in the definition of the matrix 5(£f). By (2) choose an increasing subsequence

of positive integers {kA°°=x suchthat

oo
2k,

(27) E^2*J)2~^=+oo
7 = 1

and (27) is true if we put any numbers n, > k., j = 1,2,..., instead of k.

Denote

(28) ärij,l) = 2(kjN + l)

and X(l) = {xí¡¡',l~X)Y¡L\ » 1 < l < N ■ with the helP of the matrix s(&) foi

every B(X( '), construct an ON basis as follows:

oo *U. I)
/->n\ (')/■   n       V^r      (2^'y'"-l),    .
(29) *fW = Eíy4,fl   (x)-

7=1

From Equations (21)—(26) we immediately have that {gf}°lx , 1 < / < N,

are ON systems. By (25) we easily get that {g¡ '}*, , 1 < / < N, is closed

in /3(A"(/)). Hence {gf}}°lx is an ON basis in B(X(,)), I <l <N. By (4),

(26), (22) and (27) we get that every function g[\x), 1 < / < N, is un-

bounded and their carriers do not intersect. All the functions from X' \XX,

{wk\ 2 < i < 2 + }™=0 and {gj }°^2 are numbered in some order and de-

noted by G = {gj}°¡íx ■ From the construction, it is obvious that B(Gux¥) =

B({gxU)}lx), hence

dimTJtGuy)-1 =iV.

By (22) and (26)-(29) we easily get that

g{!]£cp(L), \<1<N.

We construct the desired system <J>(N) by the systems G and *F repeating word

for word the reason we used in constructing uniformly bounded ONS O by

the systems {*,}£, and «P = {^,,}£ll .

In the case A/ = oo we make only the following change in the above proof:

the system X is broken into infinitely many not intersecting, infinite subsystems

X~ = í*£ü!i)"!)>£i . /- 1. 2,... , such that

m(j,l)>kj,       l,j=l,2,...,

where {/c,}^, is a subsequence of positive integers for which (27) is true. The

remaining part of the proof is the same as for A^ < +00.
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